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a b s t r a c t
Genomic subsequences conserved between closely related species such as human and chimpanzee
exhibit an exponential length distribution, in contrast to the algebraic length distribution observed for
sequences shared between distantly related genomes. We ﬁnd that the former exponential can be fur-eywords:
volution
enomic alignment
ength distribution
xponential and Power-law
rthology and paralogy
ther decomposed into an exponential component primarily composed of orthologous sequences, and a
truncated algebraic component primarily composed of paralogous sequences.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-SA
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).. Introduction
Sequence conservation is deﬁned by similar or identical
ucleotide sequences within or among genomes at frequencies
eyond those expected on neutral evolution. Within most neu-
ral models of evolution, the probability that a sequence appears
n two unrelated genomes decays exponentially with its length,
o that sufﬁciently long sequences common to more than one
enome are expected to derive from a common ancestor (Koonin
ndWolf, 2010). Sequence duplication represents a primarymech-
nism through which new genetic material can arise (Lynch, 2007;
hno, 1970). When identical sequences are observed within a sin-
le genome at levels exceeding those expected on an independent
ite model of evolution, sequence duplication is one candidate for
heir origin. Similarity among sequences beyond that expected
ithin an independent site model, whether multiple occurrences
ithin a single genome or simultaneous occurrence in multiple
enomes, is knownas “sequencehomology” andmay indicate com-
on ancestry (Brown, 2002).
Because sequence conservation and sequence duplication are
ften inferred from sequence length and identity, we believe that
systematic understanding of the latter two features may eluci-
ate rules underlying sequence evolution and lead to more faithful
odels of neutral evolution.
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: kgao@oist.jp (K. Gao), jnthnmllr@oist.jp (J. Miller).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compbiolchem.2014.08.010
476-9271/© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article unThe set of sequences shared within a genome or between two
genomes may be summarised in its “length distribution:” a his-
togram with length L on the x-axis and number # (L) of shared
sequences of length L on the y-axis. These length distributions can
exhibit distinctive characteristics thatwe aim to account forwithin
some model of sequence evolution. Henceforth, we abbreviate
“length distribution” to ‘distribution,” as all distributions referred
to in this manuscript are histograms of the form indicated above.
1.1. Strong conservation among distantly related genomes:
algebraic distribution with exponent ≈-4
Distributionsof sequences strongly conservedbetweenavariety
of distantly related genome pairs exhibit a heavy, approximately
algebraic (power-law) tail (Salerno et al., 2006). This power-law
distribution is common but not universal; occurs not merely pair-
wise but also among multiple genomes; is robust over different
measures of similarity; and has an exponent reported to be typi-
cally in the neighbourhood of -4. Thus “ultra-conserved” sequences
exhibit this power law, but the same exponent also governs pair-
wise conserved sequences that are not necessarily shared by a third
genome.
1.2. Sequence identity among closely related genomes:
exponential distributionSequences conserved between closely related species such as
human and certain primates display an exponential distribution,
rather than a power-law (Miller, 2009). “Closely related” is deﬁned
der the CC BY-NC-SA license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).
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oig. 1. Distributions of identically conserved or duplicated sequences in (a) human
lignment and (c) human chromosome 1 – mouse chromosome 1 alignment. Distrib
et alignments obtained directly from UCSC Genome Bioinformatics. Log–log plots
mpirically as sufﬁciently recent branching from a common ances-
or.
.3. “Ultra-duplication” within single genomes: algebraic
istribution with exponent -3
Study of exact duplications of all lengths in different genomes
hrough whole-genome/whole-chromosome self-alignment
evealed that duplicates with 100% identity often – but not always
follow an approximately algebraic distribution with exponent
n the neighbourhood of -3 (Gao and Miller, 2011). Since it was
riginally observed (although with different exponent) in ultra-
onserved sequences, in the context of duplicated sequences
his algebraic feature was referred to as “ultra-duplication,” the
reﬁx “ultra” alluding solely to the long tail of the corresponding
istribution, irrespective of its origin.
Massip and Arndt recently observed that together segmental
uplication and point mutation can yield an algebraic distribution
ith exponent -3 (Massip and Arndt, 2013) (see also Koroteev and
iller, 2013). Customarily, segmental duplication is thought of as
neutral process, although selection may act subsequently.
Fig. 1 recapitulates the three cases mentioned above. With
ncreasing evolutionary distance between species, distributions of
dentical sequences obtained from LASTZ net alignment cross over
rom algebraic (with exponent -3) to exponential, and then again
o algebraic (with exponent in the neighbourhood of -4). These
rossoversare furtherelucidatedbelow.All alignmentsdescribed in
hismanuscriptwere performedwith LASTZ (see Section2); hence-
orth–with the exceptionof Section2–we refer to “alignment” and
or the most part we omit the qualiﬁer “LASTZ,” which is tacitly
mplied unless otherwise indicated explicitly.
In the following, we apply whole-genome/whole-chromosome
lignment between human and chimpanzee to investigate the
rigin of the exponential distribution and disentangle it from
he algebraic distribution. For closely related species, quantita-
ive relationships emerge between orthologous sequences and the
xponential distribution, and between paralogous sequences and
he algebraic distribution.
. Materials and methods
.1. Pairwise alignment of genome sequences.1.1. Software
We compare genomic sequenceswith the LASTZ pairwise align-
ent tool (Harris, 2007). LASTZ alignment comprises several stages
f which we rely mainly on two: raw alignment and net alignment.osome 1 self-alignment; (b) human chromosome 1 – chimpanzee chromosome 1
s shown are generated by repeat-masked whole-chromosome LASTZ (Harris, 2007)
se semi-log insets.
Raw alignment is the immediate product of LASTZ andmay include
multiple and positionally overlapping matches for each aligned
sequence. A subsequent net alignment removes positional overlaps
among matched sequences, chains them, and discards all but the
highest scoring chains, yielding a single match for each position in
thegenome.One functionofnet alignment is toextracthomologous
elements from the raw alignment (Kent et al., 2003).
LASTZ is obtained from http://www.bx.psu.edu/miller lab/; we
use LASTZ default options for raw alignment. The UCSC Genome
Browser (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/admin/jksrc.zip) pro-
vides additional tools (axtChain, chainNet and netToAxt) for
producing the net alignment. Standard procedures that we
follow for LASTZ alignment (both raw and net) are described
at: http://genomewiki.cse.ucsc.edu/index.php/Whole genome
alignment howto.
2.1.2. Genome sequences
Soft repeat-masked (http://repeatmasker.org) genome
sequences are obtained as fasta ﬁles from the Ensembl FTP
Server (e.g. hg19 as version 74; ftp://ftp.ensembl.org/pub/
release-74/fasta/homo sapiens/dna/Homo sapiens.GRCh37.74.
dna.chromosome.1.fa.gz). We use for the most part the hg19 and
panTro4 assemblies for human and chimpanzee respectively. For
most of our calculations, we study the human chromosome 1 –
chimpanzee chromosome 1 LASTZ raw alignment.
Other primate genomes are obtained from Ensembl, and human
chromosome 1 is aligned to its respective “orthologous” counter-
part fromeachprimate – the primate chromosome that shareswith
human chromosome 1 the most orthologous genes as identiﬁed
in Ensembl Biomart (http://www.ensembl.org/biomart/martview),
yielding gorilla chromosome 1, orangutan chromosome 1 (reverse
strand), macaca chromosome 1, and marmoset chromosome 7 as
orthologous to human chromosome 1.
Mouse (mm9) chromosome 1 is downloaded from Ensembl
and aligned to human chromosome 1. Mouse chromosome
1 carries a plurality (close to 1/4) of orthologous elements
shared between human chromosome 1 and the mouse whole
genome. The Venter genome (Levy et al., 2007) is obtained from
UCSC Genome Bioinformatics (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/
goldenPath/venter1/bigZips/venter1.2bit) and aligned to hg19.
2.1.3. Repeat-masking
Repetitive sequence elements may constitute close to halfthe genome; unless these repeats are explicitly identiﬁed, most
if not all large-scale alignment methods may fail to com-
plete on eukaryotic genomes. A common practice is to identify
these elements prior to alignment with a software tool such as
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epeatmasker (http://repeatmasker.org) that demarcates repeti-
ive sequence in lower-case letters (“soft [repeat-]masking”) in
ontrast to the upper-case letters that designate non-repetitive
equence.
Unless otherwise indicated, all LASTZ alignments represented
ere are performed on soft repeat-masked genome sequences.
When aligning sequences, LASTZ excludes soft-masked bases
rom its “seed” stage but reintroduces them in later stages, when
lignments of unmasked sequence can be extended into soft-
asked regions (see webpage: http://www.bx.psu.edu/miller
ab/dist/README.lastz-1.02.00/README.lastz-1.02.00a.html
overview), so that LASTZ can in principle align certain masked
equences. For example, just over 50% of each of human
hg19; Ensembl GRCh37.74) chromosome 1 and chimpanzee
Ensembl CHIMP2.1.4.74) chromosome 1 is repeat-masked.
evertheless, the LASTZ raw alignment between these two
oft repeat-masked chromosomes covers 94% of the human
hromosome, and 97% of the chimpanzee chromosome; 92%
f the masked bases in human chromosome 1 and 96% of the
asked bases in chimpanzee chromosome 1 are aligned by
ASTZ.
.2. Parsing the alignment
.2.1. Distribution of contiguous matched runs (CMRs)
Following (Gao and Miller, 2011), for a given pairwise align-
ent we study continuous (uninterrupted) matching runs of bases
CMRs), wherein a contiguous series of matching nucleotides is
erminated at mismatches or indels. Unless otherwise indicated,
ll CMRs discussed here represent exact matches that we refer to
nterchangeably with these two terms.
A histogram # (L) (or (length) distribution) describes the
umber of CMRs of a given length L. Pairwise alignment of
enomes yields conserved or duplicated sequences within or
etween genomes; we expect that distributions of these con-
erved or duplicated sequences reﬂect certain features of genome
volution.
.2.2. Forward alignment and reverse alignment
DNA is composedof complementary strands so that for twoDNA
equences pairwise alignment can be implemented in either of two
elative orientations, “forward” or “reverse.”Matches to the reverse
rientation are thought to arise by inversion or inverted dupli-
ation/transposition (Albrecht-Buehler, 2007). We perform both
orward and reverse alignments; however, we subsequently com-
ine their products before further calculation except where it is
nformative to keep them separate.
.2.3. Dot plot
A two-dimensional similarity matrix between two sequences is
isplayed as a dot plot (Gibbs and McIntyre, 1970), in which one
equence of an aligned pair lies along the horizontal and the other
long the vertical axis. Dot plots are commonly used to visualise
equence similarity and to display homologous matches between
enomes. “Syntenic dot plots” exhibit synteny (see webpage:
ttp://genomevolution.org/wiki/index.php/Syntenic dotplots). In
his paper, we apply them to display orthologous sequences
etween human and chimpanzee genomes.
In some of our dot plots, prominent horizontal or vertical white
ands appear that correspond to sequence that has not yet been
eliably determined and is therefore represented by “N” in the
ssemblies from Ensembl; such bases are excluded from align-
ents (Harris, 2007).and Chemistry 53 (2014) 59–70 61
3. Results
3.1. Alignments of orthologous regions of genomes yield
exponential distributions
An alignment of a numbered human chromosome to the chro-
mosomes of chimpanzee yields the exponential distribution of
CMRs shown in Fig. 1 for the correspondingly numbered chim-
panzee chromosome, but not for other chimpanzee chromosomes.
In the latest releases of the chimpanzee genome assembly, chim-
panzee chromosomes have been renumbered to reﬂect common
ancestrywith the correspondinghuman chromosomes (McConkey,
2004), so that chromosomes sharing the same number can be
thought of as “orthologous chromosomes.” In Fig. 2, human
chromosome 1 is separately aligned against each chimpanzee
chromosome. With the exception of the alignment of human chro-
mosome 1 with chimpanzee chromosome 1, all the alignments
(raw and net) between human chromosome 1 and chimpanzee
chromosomes yield approximately algebraic distributions. The
dot plots corresponding to these alignments can be found in
Fig. S1.
Although human chromosome 1 – chimpanzee chromosome
1 alignment exhibits an exponential distribution overall, Fig. 3
suggests that this exponential is composed solely or primarily of
CMRs between orthologous regions of these two chromosomes.
Fig. 3 illustrates alignments of orthologous versus heterologous
sequences in human chromosome 1 and chimpanzee chromosome
1. H frag1, H frag2, C frag1 and C frag2 are fragments taken,
respectively, from the ﬁrst and last thirds of these two chromo-
somes. For these four fragments, Fig. 4 shows an orthology map
and Fig. S2 a syntenic dot plot. As can be seen in Fig. 3, alignments
between homologous (heterologous) fragments exhibit exponen-
tial (algebraic) distributions.
We describe further evidence below that the exponential distri-
bution observed in the human–chimpanzee alignment correlates
with sequence orthology.
3.2. Separating the exponential from the algebraic
Although alignment of orthologous human and chimpanzee
chromosomes yields an exponential distribution overall, distribu-
tions of aligned subfragments of these genomes are not necessarily
exponential. In Figs. 2 and 3 it is seen that whole-chromosome
alignments between human and chimpanzee contain both expo-
nential and power-law components.
In this subsection, we illustrate how the human chromosome
1 – chimpanzee chromosome 1 alignment naturally decomposes
into algebraic and exponential subsets. Based on the observations
in Figs. 2 and 3, we hypothesise that
to a ﬁrst approximation, the exponential and (approxi-
mately) power-law components correspond to orthologous
sequence and paralogous sequence, respectively.
To perform this decomposition we develop several methods,
eachofwhich is related to thishypothesis ina slightlydifferentway.
With the exception of a “local”methodbased on “nested” and “non-
nested” matches that is parameter-free, they involve parameter
choices and sometimes further manipulations whose justiﬁcation
is not always readily apparent. Nevertheless, it turns out that these
methods yield very similar outcomes.
It may be worth remarking that a length distribution alone
contains no information about location in a genome, so that it is
impossible to partition an alignment into exponential and algebraic
components solely on thebasis of aligned fragment orCMR lengths;
nevertheless, the content of the previous subsection suggests that
a partition can be extracted from the dot plot.
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sig. 2. Distributions of exact matches (CMRs) in raw (blue) and net (red) alignme
og–log plots; insets semi-log plots for the same data. For purposes of comparison, l
nterpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
.2.1. “Geometrical” method: separating on-diagonal elements
rom off-diagonal elements
As evident from Figs. 2, 3 and S1, alignments between human
nd chimpanzee genomes with an exponential distribution exhibit
ense accumulations of sequences within the dot plot. For closely
elated species like human and chimpanzee, it is well known that
ne such high density zone ordinarily forms a band near the diag-
nal of the dot plot that we refer to as the “diagonal band.”Wewill
ee that the diagonal band is amajor contributor to the exponential
istribution.
Fig. 5 shows thedistributionsof exactmatches fromthediagonal
and and from its complement within the dot plot of the human
hromosome 1 – chimpanzee chromosome 1 raw alignment. We
rudely take into account the length difference between human
hromosome 1 and chimpanzee chromosome 1, on the order of
C1=107 bases, by deﬁning a region around the diagonal of width
C1, so that sequences offset by as many as ıC1 bases are to be
hought of – in this approximation – as comprising the diagonal
and. The exponential distributions of CMRs in this diagonal band
nd the algebraic distributions of the off-diagonal CMRs are evident
n the right-most panels of Fig. 5.
In contrast to the other methods described here, in this sub-
ection we treat the forward and reverse alignment separately.human chromosome 1 against all chimpanzee chromosomes. Main ﬁgures show
ith slope k on the log–log scale as indicated have been drawn into each ﬁgure. (For
e web version of the article.)
As we have discussed above, the orthologous sequences between
humanchromosome1and chimpanzee chromosome1concentrate
primarily in the forward strands; we extract the entire diagonal
band from the forward alignment. In the reverse alignment, two
large and distinct inversions appear on the dot plot (see insets in
lower-left panel of Fig. 5); by extracting these inversions we ﬁnd
empirically that we can neatly separate exponential from power-
law in the reverse alignment. This can be understood if these large
inversions are recent events, so that in contrast to the rest of these
two chromosomes, the orthologous orientation is reversed.
3.2.2. “Genetic clock” method: separating high-similarity
alignment blocks from low-similarity alignment blocks
The raw alignment is composed of a set of alignment blocks,
each representing a local alignment whose score is higher than
a pre-established threshold. One way to characterise similarity in
an alignment block is to compute the number of mismatches it
contains, yielding a Hamming distance. The ratio of Hamming dis-
tance to sequence length then represents a (time-integrated) rateof
variation per base. In the absence of selection, and under custom-
ary idealisations, this ratio reﬂects the time elapsed subsequent
to divergence, constituting a crude “genetic clock” (Zuckerkandl
and Pauling, 1962). According to the deﬁnition of ortholog and
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Fig. 3. Distributions of exact matches in raw alignments between different frag-
ments of human chromosome 1 and chimpanzee chromosome 1. We extract the
ﬁrst and last thirds of each of these two chromosomes, and align all four result-
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Fig. 4. Orthology map among different fragments of human chromosome 1 and
chimpanzee chromosome 1. Horizontal dark grey bars (largely obscured in (a) by
maroon vertical bars) show human chromosome 1 and chimpanzee chromosome 1;
light grey bars indicate fragmentsH frag1,H frag2, C frag1 and C frag2 deﬁned in
Fig. 3.Maroonvertical bars indicate the locations genesorthologousbetweenhuman
chromosome 1 and chimpanzee chromosome 1; and blue dotted lines connect these
F
w
p
eng fragment pairs. These ﬁgures indicate that even within a single chromosome,
he exponential distribution correlates with orthology: only alignments between
rthologous fragments show exponential distributions.
aralog (see Section4.1), paralogs diverge before orthologs and
hould exhibit greater ratios of Hamming distance to sequence
ength than orthologs. Fig. 6, left panel shows Hamming distance
ersus alignment block length for all alignment blocks in the
uman chromosome 1 – chimpanzee chromosome 1 raw align-
ent; each dot corresponds to an alignment block. Evidently, these
ig. 5. Dot plots and distributions of exact matches on-diagonal and off-diagonal in hum
idth is chosen as ıC1=107 bases (see text). For the reverse alignment, we excise not the w
anel) that in the dot plot correspond to large inversions. The exponential distribution o
vident in the right-most panels.orthologous gene pairs. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
alignment blocks comprise two major branches; alignment blocks
in the lower-right branch exhibit lower rates of variation (greater
similarity) than those in the upper-left branch.
Fig. 6, left panel shows a natural partition of alignment blocks;
a line with slope in the neighbourhood of 0.08 from the ori-
gin is sufﬁcient to elucidate a partition into an upper-left branch
and a lower-right branch (leftmost panel). Middle panels in
Fig. 6 show respective dot plots for the alignment blocks in the
an chromosome 1 – chimpanzee chromosome 1 raw alignment. The diagonal band
hole diagonal band, but rather only two fragments (see the insets in the lower-left
f CMRs in this diagonal band and the algebraic distribution of off-diagonal CMRs is
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Fig. 6. Dot plots and distributions of exact matches depend on the accumulated variation (see text) within the alignment blocks from which they are derived. From raw
alignment between human chromosome 1 and chimpanzee chromosome 1, the left panel shows the Hamming distance (number of mismatches and indels) as a function of
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alignment block length; each dot corresponds to a distinct alignment block. The das
ranch. Dot plots of exact matches for alignment blocks within each branch are sho
ecomposition into (approximately) algebraic and exponential components.
pper-left branch and lower-right branch, and the rightmost panel
he (approximately) algebraic distribution of the upper-left branch
nd the exponential distribution of the lower-right branch.
In this “genetic clock”method, we treat the forward and reverse
lignments identically, thus inFig. 6,wedisplay thecombinedprod-
ct of forward and reverse alignment; they are exhibited separately
n Fig. S3.
.2.3. “Global” method: extracting the net alignment from the
aw alignment
LASTZ alignment is performed in stages, with “raw” align-
ent the immediate product. Raw alignment contains all matches
etween sequences whose alignment scores exceed a pre-
etermined threshold. Aligned fragments often overlap within the
aw alignment; one location in the target sequence canmatchmul-
iple locations in the query sequence, and vice versa. Net alignment
cans the target sequence and selects from the aligned fragments
n each region the pair with the highest alignment score, discard-
ng all pairs with lower scores, eliminating overlaps and returning
unique optimal chain of aligned fragments (Kent et al., 2003).
Since the exponential distribution of CMRs in human–
himpanzee alignment comprises primarily of high-similarity
equence pairs, onewould expect the net alignment to extract such
airs from the raw alignment. We deﬁne a “raw minus net” (RMN)
lignment as the residual of the raw alignment once all fragments
lso in the net alignment have been removed. Thus the net align-
ent and the RMN alignment represent complementary subsets of
he raw alignment.
Kent et al. (2003) designed the net alignment to align ortholo-
ous sequences, so it is not surprising that the LASTZ net alignment
ig. 7. Dot plots and distributions of exact matches for the raw, net and raw minus net al
lignment extracts an exponential component from the raw alignment; the RMN alignmenes crudely partition alignment blocks into an upper-left branch and a lower-right
the middle panels, and their respective distributions in the right panel, exhibiting
between human chromosome 1 and chimpanzee chromosome 1
consists primarily of exponential components.
Fig. 7 exhibits dot plots and distributions of exact matches for
raw, net and RMN alignments between human chromosome 1 and
chimpanzee chromosome 1; and it can be seen there that the net
alignment extracts an exponential component from the raw align-
ment; the RMN alignment distills an (approximately) algebraic
component. Fig. S4 exhibits these plots anddistributions separately
for forward alignment and for reverse alignment.
3.2.4. “Local” method: separating non-nested-CMRs from
nested-CMRs
We deﬁne “nested-CMRs” and “non-nested-CMRs” as two com-
plementary subsets of the CMRswithin an alignment: a CMR is said
to be “nested” if it is a subsequence of another CMR. In more detail,
Deﬁnition 1. If seq : [i1, i2] denotes a sequence that starts at
location i1 and ends at location i2 in a genome (here i2 ≥ i1 are
coordinates in the genome, both relative to the plus strand), then
for two sequences extracted from a same genome, seqA : [x1, x2]
and seqB : [y1, y2], we say “ seqA is nested in seqB” if both these
conditions are satisﬁed:
1 y2 − y1 ≥ x2 − x1;
2 y1 ≤ x1;
3 y2 ≥ x2;
Deﬁnition 2. Given two different CMRs within an alignment,
when the query or target sequence of one CMR is nested in the
corresponding query or target sequence of the other, we say the
ﬁrst CMR is nested in the second CMR, and the overlap between
these two CMRs is called a “nested overlap.”
ignments between human chromosome 1 and chimpanzee chromosome 1. The net
nt distills an (approximately) algebraic component.
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Fig. 8. Dot plots and distributions of exact matches for nested-CMRs and non-nested-CMRs in human chromosome 1 – chimpanzee chromosome 1 raw alignment.
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(ig. 9. Schematic illustrations of consistency among different methods described in
uman chromosome 1 – chimpanzee chromosome 1 raw alignment. Numerals in t
how the proportions of shared CMRs.
eﬁnition 3. A CMR that is nested in another CMR is called a
ested-CMR; otherwise it is a non-nested-CMR.
These deﬁnitions of nested and non-nested CMR apply to any
lignment, including –but not limited to – LASTZ raw (Harris, 2007)
ndLASTZnet (Kent et al., 2003).1 Below,weapply thesedeﬁnitions
o LASTZ raw alignment, and study the distributions exhibited by
ested and non-nested CMRs.
Fig. 8 exhibits dot plots and distributions for the nested-CMRs
nd non-nested-CMRs in human chromosome 1 – chimpanzee
hromosome 1 raw alignment (for forward and reverse align-
ents alone see Fig. S5). The (approximately) algebraic character
f nested-CMRs versus the exponential character of non-nested-
MRs is evident. This outcome is plausible if one recalls that
rthologs tend to be more similar to one another than are par-
logs (see Section4.1), so that subsequences of paralogs are likely to
e nested within subsequences of orthologs. This method requires
o chaining of alignment blocks, and is further distinguished from
etting because it is parameter-free.
.2.5. Different methods are consistent with one another
Aside from their common reliance on the raw alignment,
hese four methods (Sections3.2.1–3.2.4) are independent of one
nother; however, the distributions of the corresponding subsets
xtracted by each of these four methods are largely similar. Differ-
nces are only apparent in the dot plots. For example, to obtain the
xponentially distributed subset, method 3.2.1 extracts the entire
iagonal band, discarding all off-diagonal elements. In contrast, the
1 However, note here that our deﬁnitions of nested and non-nested CMRs are
ifferent from those of nested and non-nested localmaxmers by Taillefer andMiller
2014).ns3.2.1–3.2.4. Circles in the ﬁgure indicate the exponential subsets extracted from
re show the number of CMRs in different subsets and percentages in the brackets
other methods all retain some on-diagonal and some off-diagonal
elements.
Fig. 9 schematically displays the consistency of these methods,
indicating that exponential subsets extracted by differentmethods
consist overwhelmingly of shared CMRs; in particular our “global”
and “local” methods share close to 95–98% of the CMRs (Fig. 9, left
panel).
As evident in the right panel of Fig. 9, the set of CMRs common
to all four methods contains at least 70% of the CMRs obtained by
each method alone. Although each of these four methods yields
some CMRs that are not obtained by any of the other methods,
the proportions of such CMRs are small: 1.6% of the net alignment
CMRs, 0.4% of the non-nested CMRs, 6.2% of the low-branch CMRs
and 7.8% of the on-diagonal CMRs.
3.3. Random uncorrelated point mutation (RUPM) model
To account qualitatively for the ortholog contribution to the
exponential distribution, we apply a random uncorrelated point
mutation (RUPM) model. As a simple model of neutral evolution,
a RUPM model consists of site-independent point mutations (here,
single-base substitutions) only, where the rate of these mutations
is homogeneous across the genome.
As two identical copies of a common ancestor genome evolve
independently under a neutral RUPM model, CMR lengths follow
an exponential distribution. For sufﬁciently short times, long
CMRs can be assigned to corresponding positions within the
two genomes, and lie on the diagonal; long segmental duplica-
tions present in the common ancestor remain well conserved.
Matches among these segmental duplications in different locations
of the genomes yield a distribution similar to that of the common
6 iology and Chemistry 53 (2014) 59–70
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Fig. 10. Distributions of exact matches in raw alignment between two “synthetic”
descendants of a commonancestor genome. Introducing randomuncorrelatedpoint
mutations with frequencies 0.5% into two copies of an ancestral genome consisting
of human chromosome 1 generates two synthetic descendent genomes. In the ﬁg-
ure, solid cyan circles indicate self-alignment of theoriginal (un-mutated) sequence;
solid blue circles all the CMRs in the alignment between the mutated sequences;
red crosses the “orthologs;” open maroon circles the “paralogs.” “Orthologs” cor-
respond to matches that share common locations between the two descendent6 K. Gao, J. Miller / Computational B
ncestor: any differences can only be accounted for by random,
ncorrelated point mutation.
.3.1. A synthetic alignment under the RUPM model
We perform a numerical simulation of neutral evolution under
heRUPMmodel. Human chromosome1was selected as a common
ncestor sequence containing algebraically distributed segmental
uplications. Starting from two identical copies of the ancestral
enome, random uncorrelated point mutations are introduced
ndependently. We apply 0.5% mutations per base and generate a
awalignmentbetween thedescendent genomes. Thedistributions
f exact matches are displayed in Fig. 10.
Under the RUPM model, we identify matches between
equences having identical coordinates within the respective
utated sequences as “orthologs” and all other matches as
paralogs.” In Fig. 10 these orthologs exhibit an exponential dis-
ribution, whereas paralogs exhibit an (approximately) algebraic
istribution that resembles the algebraic distribution of the self-
lignment of the original (un-mutated) sequence, but falls a little
hort in the tail.
For comparison, a parallel simulation on a random sequence is
erformed; see Supplementary Text S1.
.3.2. Separating orthologs from paralogs with different methods
n the synthetic alignment
Because evolution is simulated according to the RUPM, the
rthologs and paralogs in this synthetic alignment can be identi-
ed solely by their locations within the aligned sequences and we
an use this synthetic alignment to examine the reliability of the
ethods 3.2.1–3.2.4 above. Fig. 11 illustrates the distributions of
he “orthologs” and “paralogs” from our synthetic alignment, as
eparated by each of our four methods; evidently all of them are
ffective at separating the exponential from the power-law, as can
lso be seen from Table 1. Relative to the “geometrical” method
.2.1, which is – for the RUPM model – perfect, the other methods
lso perform well.
Fig. 11. Distributions of the “orthologs” and “paralogs” in ourgenomes’ “paralogs” tomatcheswith a different location in each of the twodescend-
ent genomes. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
3.4. Other orthologous chromosome pairs from human and
chimpanzee
The calculations abovewere performed on human chromosome
1 and chimpanzee chromosome 1. Fig. S6 exhibits distributions of
“synthetic” alignment, separated by different methods.
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Table 1
Identiﬁcation of “orthologs” and “paralogs” in the synthetic alignment by methods in Sections3.2.1–3.2.4.
Methods Subsets Numbers of orthologs Numbers of paralogs Error (%)
“Geometrical” On-diagonal 2456358 0 0
Off-diagonal 0 12169905 0
“Genetic clock” (ratio threshold: 0.025) Lower branch 2445738 62405 2.49%
Upper branch 10642 12107501 0.09%
“Global” Net alignment 2456357 17 0.0007%
RMN alignment 7 12169893 0.00006%
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Nested-CMRs
xact matches from net and raw minus net alignments of all pairs
f orthologous chromosomes from human and chimp. Exponential
istributions characterise the net alignments, and algebraicmost of
he rawminus net. Some chromosome pairs show exponential tails
n raw minus net, for example, chromosome 16 and chromosome
; it happens that these two chromosomes appear to contain more
epetitive sequences than other chromosomes (data not shown);
owever, further understanding awaits future research.
.5. When species become more distantly related
Heretofore we have addressed only the human–chimpanzee
lignment. Whether our conclusions apply equally well to other
enome pairs with similar evolutionary distances remains to
e seen. Fig. 12 shows the distributions of exact matches in
lignments between human (hg19) chromosome 1 and ortholo-
ous chromosomes selected from the Venter, chimpanzee, gorilla,
rangutan, macaca and marmoset genomes. We choose for each
pecies the orthologous cognate as the chromosome that shares
he most orthologous genes with human chromosome 1 according
o Ensembl Biomart (data not shown). For a more distant genome,
ouse chromosome 1 is aligned to human chromosome 1; it car-
ies on the order of 1/4 of orthologs between human chromosome
and themouse genome (see e.g. the human–mouse syntenymap,
ttp://cinteny.cchmc.org/doc/wholegenome.php). As the species
air diverges, distributions of shared sequences gradually cross
ver from exponential to algebraic. This crossover remains to be
ccounted for.
. DiscussionThe quantitative study of monoscale substitution/duplication
ynamics was revitalised by the work of H.C. Lee and collab-
rators with their apt characterisation of “nature as the blind
ig. 12. Distributions of exact matches from raw, net and raw minus net alignments o
espectively, Venter, chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan, macaca, marmoset; and in the right2412292 11854 0.489%
44073 12158052 0.361%
plagiariser” (Chen et al., 2010). Although these authors did not
investigate the steady stateduplication lengthdistributionsyielded
by their models, subsequent research revealed that similar classes
of models yield algebraic length distributions that resemble those
often exhibited by duplicated sequence in self-alignment and self-
intersection of natural genomes (Gao and Miller, 2011; Koroteev
and Miller, 2011; Massip and Arndt, 2013). Algebraic distributions
of conserved sequence lengths among distantly related genomes
had been observed earlier.
Thismanuscript extends thecharacterisationof sequence length
distributions to a pair of closely related genomes, those of human
and chimp,where both conserved sequence lengths and duplicated
sequence lengths can be simultaneously computed. In Section3
we demonstrated that the human chromosome 1 – chimpanzee
chromosome 1 alignment can be decomposed into two sub-
sets, one with an exponential length distribution, the other an
(approximately) algebraic length distribution. Our calculations
also suggest that the algebraic length distribution is composed
primarily of duplicated sequence including but not limited to
paralogous genes, whereas the exponential length distribution is
mainly composed of matches between orthologous chromosomal
regions.
A neutral substitution model in the absence of selection
is expected to yield an exponential length distribution for
sequence conserved between two genomes. The phenomenon
is quantitatively and conservatively thought of as a Bernoulli
process; the exponential arises from the length distribution of
head runs when ﬂipping a biased coin (Arratia and Waterman,
1985), and the exponential underlies most null models of
sequence similarity in comparative genomics. It is not under-
stood the extent to which an exponential is expected in
(say) human/chimpanzee alignment, or whether – since we are
not chimpanzees – an exponential is unexpected because of
selection.
f human chromosome 1 versus the corresponding orthologous chromosomes of,
most panel versus mouse chromosome 1.
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.1. Orthology and paralogy
Chromosomal regions, within or across species, that have com-
on ancestry are said to be homologs (Brown, 2002). Homologs
an be further identiﬁed as orthologs if they diverged via evo-
utionary speciation, or paralogs if they diverged via sequence
uplication (Altenhoff and Dessimoz, 2012; Fitch, 1970). Orthology
nd paralogy can in principle be deﬁned for all sequences within
genome, but in practice most on-line databases consist only of
rotein-coding genes. Because of gene duplication and genome
earrangement, the ancestry of a given gene may be difﬁcult to
scertain with high conﬁdence, and ortholog/paralog classiﬁcation
an be ambiguous. Phylogenetic analysis of the gene lineage is cus-
omarily believed to enable the strongest discrimination between
rthology and paralogy.
A standard approach to orthology and paralogy is to argue that
ithin a given genome pair, orthologs tend to be those homologs
hat diverged least (Altenhoff and Dessimoz, 2012). Duplica-
ion subsequent to speciation generates “mother” and “daughter”
opies (known as “in-paralogs”) that exhibit congruent divergence
rom their cognate orthologs. This sequence of events yields so-
alled “co-orthology” among in-paralogs (Kristensen et al., 2011).
o-orthology can be further reﬁned to “primary orthology” and
secondary orthology” (Han et al., 2009). Our preliminary calcu-
ations suggest that in the human–chimpanzee alignment, primary
rthologs dominate the exponential length distribution, but sec-
ndary orthologs merge with paralogs into the power-law length
istribution.
.2. Approximate matching
In the plots above we study continuous (uninterrupted) match-
ng runs of bases (CMRs), where continuous matching runs are
y deﬁnition terminated at mismatches or indels; these are exact
atches; however, CMRsmay also be deﬁned according to approx-
matematching criteria. The following criteria are listed in order of
ecreasing stringency:
I: Exact matches: Each of the four nucleotides (A,T,G,C) matches
itself only; a mismatch or indel terminates a run of matches.
II: A = G, C = T: In addition to the exact matches, A and G, C and
T are also matched pairs; an indel or any mismatch involving
other than an A/G or T/C pair terminates the run.
III: Indel-terminated matches: aligned but gap/insert-free
sequence is taken as matching; only an indel terminates
the run.
V: Alignment blocks: High similarity local alignments returned
by LASTZ that are separated from one another by un-alignable
sequence. They span exact matches, mismatches and indels.
CMR distributions obtained with criteria display sufﬁcient
ualitative similarity to one another that only exact match dis-
ributions are displayed in this manuscript. An example for
uman–chimpanzee alignment can be found in the Supplement
see Fig. S9 in Supplementary Text S2); for other genome pairs cor-
esponding plots may be found in Gao and Miller (2011), Koroteev
nd Miller (2013), Miller (2009), Salerno et al. (2006), Taillefer and
iller (2014).
Itwasobserved for distant inter-genomecomparisons in Salerno
t al. (2006) andMiller (2009) that criterion IImatches – in contrast
o all other inexact base substitution matching conditions – dis-
lace the algebraic distribution of exact matches to numbers and
engths greater by an order-of-magnitude, with minimal impact
n the shape of the curve. Where these C⇒T/G⇒A substitutions
eutral, an exponential would have been anticipated. Yet, a quali-
atively similar phenomenon (criterion II shifts algebraic criterion Iand Chemistry 53 (2014) 59–70
curves to larger numbers and greater lengths, withminimal impact
on shape) is observed for duplications within a genome (Gao and
Miller, 2011; Koroteev andMiller, 2011; Taillefer andMiller, 2014).
4.3. A conjecture on the crossover of orthologous sequence from
exponential to algebraic
The qualitative parallels between distributions of exact and
inexactmatches induplicated sequenceversus conserved sequence
– discussed in the previous section – suggest to us that the mech-
anisms behind them share common features. Subsequent to our
original computations (Miller, 2009; Salerno et al., 2006), the port-
folio of fully sequenced genomes has expanded vastly, and a variety
of genome pairs exhibiting exact match length distributions with
power laws close to -3 have emerged (J.M., unpublished). This leads
one of us (J.M.) to conjecture, supported by preliminary numerical
calculations, a class of models that can account qualitatively for
these observations.
The proposed class of models builds on the notion of sequence
dynamics as fragmentation of a steady source (Koroteev andMiller,
2013; Krapivsky et al., 2010; Kuhn, 1530; Massip and Arndt, 2013;
Ziff andMcGrady, 1985). The biological realisation of amean steady
source of newly duplicated sequence is readily plausible; its coun-
terpart for sequence conservation may be more speculative. For
sequenceconservation, it is suggested that thecounterpartofdupli-
cation is the steady generation of novel constrained sequences
on which the constraints are newly relaxed. A few years ago,
this notion seemed implausible, as the consensus among most
biologists was that new functionalities arise through sequence
duplication; however, recently evidence has emerged for alterna-
tive routes (Capra et al., 2010; Ponting et al., 2011). How much
sequence arises through these alternative routes – and what con-
stitutes them – is still unclear; for our purposes, it is not necessary
to be too speciﬁc about details of anymechanism. Rather,we regard
adaptation on the sequence level as a process of steady production
(over evolutionary timescales) of novel sequence that serves novel
functionalities, coupled with relaxation of or loss of constraint on
sequences whose functionalities have become obsolete.
The latter yields a steady source of newly unconstrained
sequence in the common ancestors that is reﬂected in descendants
by randomly fragmented subsequences, as indicated in Fig. 13. In
Fig. 13(a), the opaque coloured blocks represent newly duplicated
sequence within a single lineage. The fading colour indicates the
loss of homology between a duplicate sequence and its source as
random local mutations fragment the matches. The time elapsed
between the given duplication event and the present, governs
the extent of fragmentation of the given duplicate. In Fig. 13(b),
the opaque coloured blocks represent sequence – not necessarily
duplicated – on which selection has been newly lost. The faded
colour indicates the loss of homology over time, as the newly
unconstrained sequence accumulates random local mutations that
fragment the matches. The evolutionary distance between a pair
of genomes at the leaves of the tree – reﬂecting the time elapsed
between loss of constraint on the given sequence and the present
– governs the extent of fragmentation of the given sequence.
When comparing a pair of present-day descendants of a
common ancestor, fragmentation could be misinterpreted as
representing an average constraint on the sequence over all
time; sequences that lost their constraints earlier appear sub-
ject to less constraint overall (are more fragmented) than
sequences that lost their constraints more recently. Presum-
ably, only suitable outgroup genomes can resolve this potential
ambiguity.
Observe that, in accord with Fig. 13(b), recently diverged
sequences (nearby branches) are expected to share exponen-
tially distributed exact match lengths (because all the mutations
K. Gao, J. Miller / Computational Biology
Fig. 13. Schematic illustration of how a steady source of homologous sequence,
subject to local mutation such as random base substitution, can lead to stationary
algebraic distributions of homologous sequence length. (a) Solid coloured blocks
represent newly duplicated sequence within a single lineage. The fading colour
indicates the loss of homology between a duplicate sequence and its source as ran-
dom local mutations fragment the matches. The time elapsed between the given
duplication event and the present, governs the extent of fragmentation of the given
duplicate. (b) Solid coloured blocks represent sequence – not necessarily dupli-
cated – on which constraint has been newly lost. The faded colour indicates the
loss of homology over time, as the newly unconstrained sequence accumulates ran-
dom local mutations that fragment the matches. The time elapsed between the loss
of constraint on the given sequence and the present, governs the extent of frag-
mentation of the given sequence. The braces indicate how this time is reﬂected in
evolutionary distance: nearby leaves (black brace) are dominated by recent muta-
tions of unconstrained sequence andyield anexponential distribution; intermediate
distances (dark grey brace) are dominated by an algebraic distribution arising from
successive losses of constraint; at still greater distances (light grey brace) the dis-
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aribution exhibits increasingly steep tails as the overall amplitude attenuates into
oise. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
s referred to the web version of the article.)
reaking thematches occurred subsequent to divergence); an inter-
ediate regime to share algebraically distributed match lengths
the integral of fragment lengths arising from mutations that
ccurred before divergence), in principle with power -3; as the
ranches separate further the amplitude of the distribution dimin-
shes until matches are too sparse to infer its form.
In summary, the parallel between the algebraic distributions
f duplicated and conserved sequence is that they both repre-
ent a signature of perpetual sequence turnover; for conserved
equence, the turnover of functional sequence in a continual process
f expropriation, exploitation, and extinction. The latter conception
s hardly novel, but the prospect of a quantitativemeasure of it (the
xponent, presumably) could be illuminating.. Conclusion
Exponential length distributions between similar species and
lgebraic (power-law) length distributions betweenmore distantlyand Chemistry 53 (2014) 59–70 69
related species and within the alignment of a genome to itself
have been previously observed. We have studied here the dis-
tribution of lengths of identical (and nearly identical) sequence
sharedbetweenclosely relatedorganisms.Akeycontributionofour
study is that the exponential distribution between closely related
genomes turns out to be composed of two types of sequences: (1)
orthologous sequences, which have an exponential distribution;
(2) paralogous sequences, which have an algebraic (power-law)
distribution.
Comparing human and chimpanzee, we explicitly distinguish
orthologous fromnon-orthologous regions in a number of different
ways, including known chromosome orthology; annotated ortho-
logous regions in chromosomes; diagonal versus non-diagonal
sectors of a dot plot; alignment similarity between human and
chimpanzee; optimal chains of fragments alignedbetweenortholo-
gous chromosomes. For all such characterisations, we demonstrate
exponentially distributed length segments for orthologous regions,
and algebraic (power-law) distributed length segments for non-
orthologous regions. Finally, we provide an in silico demonstration
of how such length distributions could have arisen through neutral
evolution.
Recent models of neutral evolution proposed to explain alge-
braicdistributionsofduplicated sequence lengthsoftenobserved in
natural genomes lead one to askwhether they can shed light on the
evolution of duplications over evolutionary time scales (Koroteev
and Miller, 2013; Massip and Arndt, 2013). Addressing this ques-
tion suggests the investigation of duplicated sequences common to
at least two different species. At the same time, observations from
almost ten years ago of algebraic distributions of sequences con-
served among multiple divergent species remain unaccounted for
(Salerno et al., 2006).
In this paper, we take some ﬁrst steps in studying the evo-
lution of the distribution of duplicated sequence lengths from
self-alignment to alignment of two nearby species, human and
chimpanzee. We describe a parameter-free method of extracting
paralogs from LASTZ raw alignment of human and chimpanzee,
based on nested and non-nested matches, that seems to reconsti-
tute an approximately algebraic distribution of shared duplicate
sequence lengths traceable to the self-alignment. Finally, we
exhibit the evolution of orthologous sequence length distribu-
tions over a range of increasingly divergent species that spans
the exponential and the algebraic, for which a mechanism is
conjectured.
As observed in Salerno et al. (2006) (20 years after the rigorous
mathematics of Arratia and Waterman, 1985) pure exponentials
may not be so easy to come by in natural genome sequences.
Once that has been recognised, the relevant question shifts to
“under what circumstances do exponentials actually occur, and
why or why not?” And if not, what takes their place and what
does it tell us about sequence evolution? We hope that the work
presented here will eventually lead to further insights into these
questions.
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